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Executive Summary 
 

We have conceived of a new power distribution transformer using post-consumer electronics. 

It is called the Microformer. Our design enables commercially viable electrification architectures 

suitable for developing communities at a fraction of the cost of existing commercial alternatives.  

Using recycled components from post post-consumer products, we built an alternative to existing 

power distribution transformers. This transformer embodies the concept of “right-sizing” which 

allows for greater electrical penetration for rural developing world electricity consumers. By 

lowering the power rating of distribution transformers, increasing the transmission voltage, and 

by re-servicing consumer product components to save manufacturing energy, and keep waste out 

of landfills, our product succeeds where previous attempts have failed.  

The Microformer is an enabling technology, allowing small grids in rural developing world 

settings to be created, interconnecting distributed renewable energy generation and other sources. 

This Microformer-based grid allows generation and load to interconnect in a fashion that 

minimizes power losses while keeping costs very low. Other rural electrification options do not 

balance cost, transmission voltage, power rating, and resource reuse like the Microformer does. 

Renewable and distributed generation in rural developing world settings, once restricted by cost 

or power loss disadvantages, can now use Microformers to enable the distribution of electricity 

over distances that are on the order of kilometers in length at a fraction of the cost of traditional 

techniques, thus providing another tool to combat energy poverty.   

Through “right-sizing” and using society’s waste as a resource base, the Microformer allows 

efficiency and life cycle energy gains to be realized in comparison to other transformer 

alternatives. These gains occur through energy savings in not manufacturing new transformers 

(but rather, re-servicing parts from post consumer products, i.e. microwave ovens), and power 

savings in increasing transmission voltage and enabling renewable energy penetration with 

respect to a certain class of rural electrification.  These savings will result in the mitigation of 

greenhouse gas emissions associated with transformer manufacturing and certain types of 

electricity transmission. Additionally, Microformers allow for the reduction of wood and oil use 

for light, the decrease of indoor air pollution, and some sources of black carbon, all of which 

help to mitigate the effects of climate change [1].  
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Project Concept 
 

Imagine for a moment that you are the lead member of an electrification committee in a rural 

community of a developing country, exploring the possibility of electrification. You, along with 

the committee, research rural electrification (RE) options for months, trying to find a balance 

between costs and benefits. During the committee’s decision-making process, two options 

materialize, representing two common forms of RE. The first option is a low voltage (120V – 

600V) electrification scheme. Generally, lower voltage has safety and transformer price benefits, 

but higher power losses and cable costs. The second option utilizes medium voltage (1kV – 

33kV) transmission. Here, gains follow from lower power losses and smaller cable sizes, while 

the transformers are larger, the poles are wider in diameter and taller and medium voltage is 

considered.  

Now, keep in mind that RE is only one of many social priorities vying for the community’s 

limited resources, which means that the committee must consider overall price as a very 

important factor. The committee also understands electrification could induce increases in 

important economic and social aspects of life, but it is not sufficient for these conditions. Is there 

an obvious choice here? For many communities, the costs limit a committee’s choice to ‘none of 

the above’. Is there another, cheaper way to conduct RE? Is there a third option? 

We believe we have designed a third option. It starts with a new power distribution 

transformer design we call the Microformer. The Microformer has energy savings, resource 

reuse, cost, and size benefits. First, the Microformer transmits electricity using medium voltage, 

single-wire earth-return transmission. At 2.4kV, this transmission reduces power losses, thus 

increasing efficiency compared to losses incurred at a lower transmission voltage. Second, the 

Microformer is built using a transformer from a post-consumer microwave oven. This reuse of 

materials extends the use phase of the microwave oven transformer (MOT) – the central piece of 

the Microformer – thus decreasing the transformer’s overall environmental impact, specifically 

regarding energy use. This reuse displaces the need for energy to be expended making new 

transformers.  

Why is a third option for the committee so important? Electricity usage in developing and 

developed countries is very different, but in many cases the same components for electricity 

distribution are used. In Nepal, for example, one rural electrification project found that peak 

power was about 90 Watts per consumer or about 65.7 kWh maximum per consumer per month 
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[2]. Meanwhile, the electricity consumption per consumer in Wisconsin is 710 kWh [3] or over 

10 times the amount of a villager in Nepal, at the minimum! These two different situations call 

for two different electrification methods that maximize transmission voltage and power demand. 

Unfortunately, only one design solution is used to address both situations.   

Small off-grid electrification or on-grid extension schemes with currently available 

technology and materials are a costly venture. Typically, current schemes use a voltage of 

13.8kV for electricity distribution. The transformers of these schemes can be the most expensive 

piece, costing between $2000-5000 for a multi-kVA system [2]. We propose to use smaller, less 

costly MOTs with a 120VAC primary and 2.4kV secondary at a rated power of 1kVA, which can 

be used from post-consumer resources. These transformers are everywhere – in 2001 there were 

92 million households with microwave ovens [4]. They are manufactured by the millions and 

thrown away by the millions, but the transformer is still useful.  Finally, the technical 

specifications of a microwave oven make these transformers inherently ideal for use as small 

distribution transformers.   

Data from an example of a transformer suitable for the committee’s option number two is 

given side-by-side to data from a Microformer in Fig. 1. Although the 1 kV distribution 

transformer has a high power rating (5 kVA), its weight and cost are drawbacks in contrast to the 

Microformer. The Microformer is a better value per dollar spent to buy voltage, power, or weight 

for a power distribution transformer that the committee wishes to install.  

 

 
Figure 1. Transformer Comparison: 1kV Distribution Transformer and the Microformer 

 

Where does the Microformer operate? Figure 2 below illustrates where the Microformer 

operates in the power vs. voltage plane. Current power distribution transformers today, like the 

ones you see on utility poles in the United States, operate in the red plane in the upper right hand 
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corner. They are usually 10-500 kVA and between 7.2-14.4 kV. For rural communities in 

developing countries, this plane is vastly oversized for their needs. On the other hand, the yellow 

operating plane is more closely sized in terms of power ratings for developing communities, but 

the lower voltage rating results in higher power losses in comparison to the higher voltage 

alternatives.  

 

 
Figure 2. Market Matrix and Transformer Operating Planes 

 

The Microformer represents a more optimal solution, appropriately sizing transformers for 

power demand while increasing the voltage levels for higher efficiency. These moves – to the 

right of the yellow plane and down from the red plane – embody the idea of “right-sizing.” If 

members of a rural developing community were to articulate the technical specifications of the 

product to do this job of matching the smaller power demand with higher voltage transmission, 

the product to match these specifications would be the Microformer. Moreover, the Microformer 
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can be connected in series to increase the voltage across the line, and in parallel to increase the 

power flow through the line. Thus, the Microformer solution can be configured to effectively 

match widely variable technical specifications. 

In total, we are addressing the need to find an affordable means of distributing modest 

amounts of electricity within areas a few square kilometers, such as communities in developing 

nations.  Moving small amounts of power over these distances is usually considered 

uneconomical because traditional high voltage distribution systems are too expensive.  On the 

other hand, low voltage distribution is highly inefficient due to the resistive losses in the 

distribution wires. This constraint results in the use of large, expensive wires to decrease resistive 

losses.  We provide a solution to this dilemma by means of an intermediate voltage distribution 

system operating at 2.4kV. By utilizing post-consumer, mass-manufactured transformers, we 

keep the cost very low, and keep waste out of landfills. This material reuse increases the use 

phase of these components, saves energy and results in fewer emissions per Microformer. Fig. 3 

below lists the benefits attributable to the Microformer.  

 

 
Figure 3. Microformer Benefits (Cost, Environmental, Social) 
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We propose to implement the Microformer via the plan detailed in the Fig. 4. Organized by 

stage, we would like to follow two parallel avenues of focus to advance the idea of the 

Microformer. In the Publishing Focus, we propose to obtain an intellectual property rights 

license to hold onto the idea of the Microformer. We want this idea to be used and advanced, 

thus we propose to create and sell documentation for the Microformer on a website created by 

our team. This idea relies on diffuse actors who can use the design and find local materials to 

implement its use. This plan reflects our desire to be the source of the idea, technical 

documentation, and research without limiting its manufacture solely through us. In the Research 

Focus, we propose to construct and test experimental setups to more deeply understand the 

Microformer, improve the concept, and document its performance. 

 

Figure 4. Microformer Implementation Plan 

 

Background Review 
Power lines do not yet reach all the corners of the world. In rural areas of the developing 

world, only 51% of people have access to electricity [5]. One of the major concerns is financing. 

Many projects will never be built because the cost for electrifying low-density population areas 
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is too high. Two analyses, one by the World Bank, and the other by the National Rural Electric 

Cooperative Association (NRCA) and USAID, focused on the costs and possible solutions to 

decrease the cost and expand the reach of rural electrification to more corners of the globe [2][6]. 

Below, the main suggestions from the World Bank analysis are given in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. World Bank Listing of Costs and Cost Reducing Recommendations for Rural 
Electrification alongside column listing Microformer solution coverage of listed item. 

 
The World Bank outlines these rural electrification costs and savings in their February 2000 

report titled “Reducing the Cost of Grid Extension for Rural Electrification” [6]. Some of these 

recommendations relate to transformers. Generally, they request research into decreasing the size 
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of transformers to properly match the use that they will see in rural settings. Also, lifecycle costs 

and higher voltage ratings of transformers are emphasized [6]. They recommend staying away 

from oversized transformers. The Microformer addresses many of the costs that World Bank is 

raising. It is not a cure-all for the multifaceted problem set of rural electrification, but it can 

enable rural electrification to occur precisely because the Microformer is low cost. The 

additional benefits like transformer manufacturing energy savings, and efficiency gains due to 

higher transmission voltage only accrue during construction and use. If the cost isn’t low enough 

to get to that point, energy savings and efficiency gains will never be realized. The 

Microformer’s cost, we believe, will enable its implementation. 

The second analysis by Allen Inversin working for the NRCA and USAID focuses on the 

merits of 1kV transmission grid in terms of cost reduction and increased benefits. The main 

comparison places a standard lower voltage transmission (0.4kV) against the higher voltage 

transmission that the report investigates (1kV). A large ancillary item addressed in the report is 

the transformer included in both of the transmission voltage levels [2].  

Inversin describes a case study of a rural electrification of an area in Nepal. The study 

concludes that a transmission voltage of 1kV would decrease losses to electrical loads, while 

allowing savings in wire size due to lower current levels in the conductors. The report also 

describes the change in transformers from a traditional system to the components that they 

studied. They focus on transformers that are smaller, lighter, and less costly than alternatives [2]. 

These transformers are compared to Microformers in Fig. 1 in this proposal. The goal in the case 

study is to analyze rural electrification that is more efficient and appropriately designed for the 

small, more distributed load that is present in rural developing world areas.  

The transmission voltage and transformers Inversin study push toward the operating plane 

that the Microformer operates in. The study desired higher voltage and smaller transformers to 

match the load, compared to the standard rural electrification transmission components [2]. The 

proposed Microformer extends these voltage and power considerations to a new operating plane 

where even higher transmission and even more appropriate transformers are used. These 

extensions of the basic ideas of the Inversin report accrue in benefits relating to the cost, 

efficiency, and emissions reductions of the Microformer.    

Our background review has shown us that our concept may be unique in regards to 

transmission voltage level and cost with the co-benefits of energy savings and emissions 
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reductions. Many articles on rural electrification experiences have been published on this 

important topic. Some of the recent articles explore the use of non-traditional methods for the 

power distribution [2] [6].  

 Current electrification models use either higher voltage, higher price components, or lower 

voltage, lower efficiency components to build an electric grid in developing communities. Our 

product fills a space that allows for great efficiency and price results. Like efficiency gains in 

many sectors, these gains result in emissions reductions. 

 

Environmental Impact 
To understand the impact of our project, key details of the idea of the displacing fuel use 

are needed. Several activities on remote communities rely on fuel-consuming technology and 

usually involve greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. electricity production via small diesel generator). 

Accessing the electricity grid could satisfy some of these power needs, thus shifting electricity 

generation responsibilities. In this situation, it seems that the problem of greenhouse gas 

emissions is really not solved, but only displaced or shifted. However, the fuel consumption will 

often be displaced from the small community to a bigger power plant. In this scenario, the power 

plant will provide that energy at the expense of an increase in fuel consumption. But power 

plants usually operate at much better efficiency than small generators, requiring less fuel to 

provide the same amount of energy. Therefore, greenhouse gas emissions can be effectively 

reduced. 

Additionally, the utilization of post-consumer electronics increases the use-phase of 

appliances such as the microwave oven transformer. In particular, recycling of a microwave oven 

transformer can be seen as a waste management improvement, and it has an impact on 

manufacturing, combustion, and disposal stages [7]. Components of a microwave oven 

transformer such as steel and copper have remarkable carbon dioxide equivalent emission 

factors. Avoiding disposal of those materials potentially reduces the gas emissions by 

0.04 MTCO2E/Ton (metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions per ton of material), and recycling 

them can improve emissions even further by approximately 5 MTCO2E/Ton [8]. 

Renewable energies are an attractive option rural electrification, and the Microformer acts as 

an enabling technology for small communities. Renewable energies such as wind and small 

hydro are strongly dependent on the geographical location. Even though communities used to 
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locate themselves near some of these resources (e.g. to simplify water access), it is necessary in 

most cases to transport the energy from the source to the consumers. Moreover, population 

densities in rural areas are low, yielding a need of interconnection within the same community. 

There are experiences in this area worldwide [9][10][11][12], applying different strategies and 

technology. The common denominator of the successful solutions is the increase in transmission 

voltage to modest levels such as the one used in our project. While most of those projects incur 

in big expenses on transformer units, our project considers recycled microwave oven 

transformers, which not only reduces the costs, but also converts a piece of electronic waste into 

a useful, cost-effective product which enables the use of renewable energy sources.   
 

Social Impact 
From a social impact point of view, the contributions of our project are numerous. Bringing 

electricity to developing communities improves the quality of life, giving access not only to an 

energy resource, but also enables the use of current technology in the fields of education, health, 

and communications, among others. A study by the Human Development Resource Center in 

Dhaka, Bangladesh found that electrification is strongly associated with higher family income 

(65% higher than non-electrified villages), the empowerment of women, increased job 

availability (11 times as many workers were employed by electrified rather than non-electrified 

businesses), higher literacy rate (15% higher for electrified villages), greater human health (1.5% 

lower infant mortality and 24% higher immunization rates), and general improvements in 

agriculture, industry, and other commercial activities. Additionally, electrified households saw 

16% of annual income attributable to electricity [13]. 

These social and economic benefits come at the cost of electrical connection per household, 

which varies greatly depending on the location, load level, population density, etc. In Kenya, for 

example, ‘per household connection costs’ varies between $400 and $3000 [14]. With our 

proposed grid, the cost of connection for rural communities would decrease to approximately 

$100 per household, helping to make electrification more accessible. In reducing electrification 

costs, our system could expand electricity access for many communities.   

 

Scalability 

 Our technological solution is designed to be scalable in many ways. The basic 
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interconnection units can be paralleled to increase power transmission capacity (i.e. more 

consumers can be served), or stacked-up in series to increase transmission voltage level, which 

allows longer distances to be covered. The basic unit is designed to feed the typical energy 

demand of up to two households. In our design, however, it is expected that one basic unit will 

feed each household. Different network topologies can be selected to suit particular community 

needs. For example, ring topology provides redundancy on the energy distribution paths, while 

radial topology (Fig. 6) covers longer distances. 

 
Figure 6. Example Microformer grid topology 

 

Technical Feasibility  
The proposed design employs commercially available materials and post-consumer products. 

From the electrical point of view, the main component is the MOT enclosed in a galvanized 

metal container such as a recycled paint can. The MOT along with the cables and posts make up 

the basic component set of a 2.4 kV power transmission system. The MOT itself could be 

recycled from disposed microwave ovens, acquired from surplus markets.  The transmission 

cables may be constructed from steel wire, such as recycled fence wire since the lines will be 
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carrying a relatively low current.  Improvements for the transformer enclosure, including non-

toxic, locally available transformer oils are also part of the design proposal.  As with any 

transmission system, the proposed scheme must comply with safety and protection requirements. 

On the high-voltage side, basic protection with fuses is seen as a cost-effective solution. On low-

voltage side, household protective devices can be used (e.g. circuit breakers).  An inherent safety 

feature of MOTs is their use of magnetic shunts which saturate during fault conditions thus 

making MOTs self current limiting.  Simulations over a small village example were carried out, 

and the results are presented in the supplementary materials.  Details of the power transformer 

proposal are also detailed in the supplementary materials.  Three prototype Microformers have 

been constructed successfully to demonstrate technical feasibility and operation.  The prototype 

system is featured in Fig. 7.  Actual Microformers are employed in Fig. 7; however the size of 

and distances between the utility posts have been reduced such that this system may be used as 

table top demonstration.  This system is further detailed in the supplementary materials and is 

ready for exhibition.   

 
Figure 7. Three-node Microformer demonstration prototype  

 

Target Audience and Distribution 
There are three main application scenarios with specific target audiences for our concept. 

 First, the Microformer could provide a grid extension for individuals in rural areas, on an 

incremental basis, where electricity is available. This scenario applies to anywhere in the world 

where small quantities of power must be moved over areas on the order of square kilometers 
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from an existing grid power source.  An example of this could be a farmer supplying or sourcing 

power from various parts of their property from a central grid-tied location such as a farmhouse 

or barn.    

Second, this system could be used as a ‘backbone’ electric power distribution system for off-

grid communities in developing nations.  Since the average amount of power consumed by an 

individual in developing nations is relatively low, the Microformer is the definitive solution 

given its cost-effective and right-sizing characteristics.  The Microformer lends itself to 

modularity and does not represent a difficult technical challenge to implement which is ideally 

suited for implementation in an area with limited resources.   

Finally, a third application scenario and target audience would be educational, demonstrating 

higher voltage power transmission concepts among students within a university setting.  Power 

engineering programs have been downsized over the past few decades at many institutions 

leaving a large demand for individuals educated in the generation and distribution of electric 

power.  The Microformer could provide a model distribution platform to teach students about 

electrical distribution within the university setting at a fraction of the cost of traditional 

equipment.  This concept would provide students with theoretical as well as hands-on 

experience.   

Of the three target audiences and application scenarios described above, we will concentrate 

on the second application, rural electrification in developing nations, as we feel it will have the 

most impact.  To reach our audience we will seed interest by developing and implementing 

sample systems both domestically and abroad to document the build process and performance 

characteristics.  Two companies have already expressed interest in assisting towards this end, 

and have experience installing low-voltage distribution in rural areas of developing nations.  

These companies are Blue Energy, www.blueenergygroup.org, and Wireless-Energy, which are 

very interested in collaborating on an installation given our high voltage approach.  Having 

achieved a demonstrative installation, we will document our technical progress on a website.  

This website will serve as the information launching platform for step-by-step instructions on 

how to build Microformers in exchange for a minimal fee.  Other technology plans will gradually 

be incorporated into the website such as small wind turbines and solar plants created from post 

consumer resources.   
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Project Timeline & Financial Feasibility  
 In order for the project to come to fruition, four tasks must be completed. These tasks are 

explained below and put in temporal perspective in Fig. 7.  

• Step 1:  Complete testing on Microformer system in a controlled environment.  In a 

laboratory setting we will fine-tune and make any adjustments to the Microformer prior 

to installing a system outside where conditions are less favorable for study.  In addition, 

various assembly techniques will be investigated to ensure an optimal implementation in 

the field. 

• Step 2:  Launch a website to promote the Microformer.  The website will document our 

efforts and will serve as global launching platform.  Initially, the website will be entirely 

promotional and will gradually include more content such as testing and implementation 

results.  The final stage of the website will allow people around the world to purchase 

instructions on how to build Microformer systems.    

• Step 3:  Implement a Microformer system outdoors domestically with multiple nodes over 

the intended operating distances.  With an actual outdoor system we will evaluate 

electrical performance characteristics (particularly the grounding structure), cost of 

implementation, and weather durability.  With this knowledge we can refine the system 

as necessary and develop the final system implementation instructions for sale.  This step 

could be done in conjunction with the university and could potentially serve as a teaching 

tool for junior and senior level power engineering courses.    

• Step 4:  Install a Microformer system in a candidate rural community abroad.  We will 

“seed” the market by traveling to a foreign nation and installing a system with the 

assistance of the local community.  John will use his contacts with a UW Madison 

student group, EWB, which may result in a suitable test site.  Using the installation’s 

success, we will use it to demonstrate the viability of the Microformer system and thus 

stimulate the purchasing of instructions.  
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Figure 8. Microformer implementation timetable 

 

 The technological risks are very low with the Microformer.  Potential technological risks are 

mainly centered on single wire earth return (SWER) grounding and weatherizing the system, 

which will be studied during Step 3 in the timeline.  Additionally, the Microformer transformer 

configuration is identical to that used by utility companies, which gives it some inherent design 

reliability.  If technical problems such as high ground impedance arise which prove SWER is 

nonviable, then a two wire distribution system will be implemented instead.     

 The financial risks are also minimal.  After an initial investment to install and promote the 

technology, website management is the only business expense.  The appeal of the Microformer is 

that it is constructed from local recycled materials which are readily available around the world.  

Given our location and target market of small communities in developing nations, manufacturing 

and shipping costs would outweigh the system cost if construction were done anywhere except 

onsite.  For this reason, the start-up model of choice is a website to market instructional 

knowledge, rather than a physical product. Customers will use a third party online banking 

service such as PayPal to pay for the Microformer instructions book, and can then use recycled 

materials to locally build the Microformer.  The main risk with this style of business is copyright 

infringement and the distribution of unlawful copies.  To combat this, the instructions will be 

offered at a very low price, e.g. less than $10, such that the effort required to obtain an illegal 

copy would be more costly than an actual purchase.  This model has seen success in the small 

wind turbine market.  

 Competition for this market is not very high, as the vast majority of environmental projects in 

developing nations concentrate on civil or agricultural engineering projects rather than electrical.  

There are three websites which inspired our business/promotional approach.  One is the Legacy 
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Foundation, www.legacyfound.org, which promotes and sells technical training manuals on such 

topics as biomass fuels and environmental conservation.   

 The second website using this business model is www.scoraigwind.com, ran by Hugh 

Piggott.  The site offers instructional books and courses on small wind turbine construction at 

prices similar to those mentioned earlier.  Over the last 10 years Hugh has taught hands-on “how 

to build a wind turbine” courses to nearly 1000 people from all over the globe and in turn have 

built their own turbines making Hugh’s design the most pervasive small wind turbine in the 

world.  This turbine design is taught at UW and the Microformer may readily interface with it.   

 Finally, the Appropriate Rural Technology Institute sells books and instructional videos 

regarding alternative fuels and bamboo construction at www.Arti-india.org.  Our website will be 

unique in that it will have the first electrical distribution system instructions to be made available 

for sale.  Plenty of sites document small wind, solar, and other forms of generation but none 

provide information concerning small distribution systems.  We will have the advantage of being 

“first-movers” in this market and hope to establish “Microformer” as a brand name for 

instructional materials regarding small scale power among developing nations and enthusiasts 

alike.    

 Potential funding sources for this project fall in two categories, private contributions and 

organization or government grants.  At present, we have no confirmed funding sources but have 

applied for a grant through the NCIIA and have begun reviewing possible government sources.  

Given the nature of our project, and low associated risk, philanthropic resources are a possibility 

as well but have not been investigated extensively yet.  In order to promote our project and 

acquire additional funding sources, we plan to travel to the Wisconsin Entrepreneurial 

Conference 2010 and the Clean Tech Summit 2011.  The use of the award money towards this 

end is detailed in the award budgets section.  

 

Microformer Team Biography 
 

Dan Ludois 

Dan is currently a Ph.D. student at the University of Wisconsin, Madison studying 

electrical engineering with a primary focus on power electronics for integrating offshore wind 

farms into the electric grid.  Dan obtained his B.S. in Physics in 2006 and M.S. in electrical 
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engineering in 2008 from Bradley University and the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

respectively. This year Dan designed the electric drive train for the School of Agriculture’s series 

hybrid tractor which will be going to competition later this spring.  He is involved with many 

other technical projects as well, for work and pleasure alike, some of which may be viewed at 

www.ludoislabs.com.  Dan provided the initial idea for the small, low-cost microwave oven 

transformer to realize the Microformer and has been leading the laboratory parameter study and 

cost evaluation.  Dan attended the Wisconsin Entrepreneurial Boot camp (WEB), a rigorous 

summer course taught in the business school designed to assist scientists and engineers in 

forming technology based start-up companies and networking with the business community.   

Dan serves as principle hardware designer and provides business insight for the team. 

 

Patricio Mendoza 

Patricio is a native of Chile and a second-year Ph.D. student at the University of 

Wisconsin, Madison studying electrical engineering.  He received his B.S. in Electrical 

Engineering in 2006 and P.E. in Electrical Engineering in 2007 from the University of Chile. He 

is currently an Instructor of the Electrical Engineering Department at the University of Chile. 

Patricio’s work focuses on renewable sources of electrical energy such as small wind and 

small hydro generation.  He has participated in a variety of projects such as the Chilean electric 

car competition “Formula-i” in 2005, and the Australian solar car competition “World solar 

challenge” in 2007. On both competitions, he served as a team leader and worked on power 

converters and energy management units. 

Patricio has spearheaded the literature review to see what has been done in the past in 

addition to what research is currently taking place.  Patricio is also assisting the laboratory 

measurements and designing small renewable sources which can be integrated into the 

Microformer system.  Additionally his connections with the University of Chile would serve as 

an excellent platform to start a Microformer installation in rural Chilean community.  

 

Jonathan Lee 

Jonathan is a first-year Masters student at the University of Wisconsin, Madison studying 

Electrical Engineering.  He has been running simulations of the small distribution system using 

PSpice to identify the system’s inherent traits. Jonathan is a member of the Engineers Without 
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Borders-UW Madison chapter. Over the last five years, he worked with two different project 

groups: one working in Rwanda, and the other, in Haiti.  

During his time as a member of the Rwanda Program, Jonathan led a team of students as the 

2007 project manager, organizing the installation of a rainwater catchment system, the 

construction of an experimental sand filter, and the continuation of fuel briquetting research. For 

the last year, he led the electrical sub-group the main Haiti Program. In January 2010, Jonathan 

took an assessment of the electrical distribution, supply, and load of the small village of 

Bayonnais, gaining insights into the generation and use of electricity in rural settings in Haiti. He 

brings a unique perspective to the group about electricity supply and demand in developing 

nation settings.  

Finally, Jonathan acted along with the other group members to expand the initial idea of a 

Microformer, and its possible construction, use, and benefits. He modeled an example 

Microformer, and possible Microformer grid to conduct tests of its theoretical performance. 

Additionally, he performed a background literature review of low-cost, medium voltage rural 

electrification systems.   

 

Giri Venkataramanan 

Giri is our faculty advisor for this endeavor.  He is a Professor of Electrical and Computer 

engineering at the University of Wisconsin –Madison.  Giri holds 6 patents and has over 150 

published technical papers, including several in the field of microgrids and renewable energy 

technologies.  Giri is the engineering faculty advisor to Engineers Without Borders (EWB)’s 

chapter at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

 

UW-Madison Microgrid Research 

UW is a leader in microgrids, small distribution systems capable of interconnecting many 

different loads and generation sources.  UW Madison has a 15kW lab-scale system which 

interconnects a diesel generator, inverter-based battery energy storage element, general dc-

supply based inverters, loads, and an outside grid connection.  By drawing on the experience of 

our colleagues who work on this state-of-the-art system we can strengthen our own design.  UW-

Madison is also the home of some pioneering work in the CERTS Microgrid concept under the 

supervision of Professor Lasseter who has received much credit for popularizing the term 
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‘microgrid’.  Other recent research efforts include large scale microgrids (150kW) intended for 

neighborhoods and small communities with AEP and an even larger demonstration test-bed at 

Cheveron with 1MW+ power levels that will incorporate the control algorithms developed in the 

UW microgrid.  With this collection of local resources and the connections with UW graduates 

now working with microgrids professionally, we have access to a wealth of knowledge in small 

power systems.  

 

Summary 
 The Microformer is an appealing solution for small electricity distribution systems. 

Having a microwave oven transformer as its main component, this product allows the 

interconnection of small distributed energy resources to the grid and/or local loads, maintaining 

the right-sizing and cost-effectiveness balance. 

 The Microformer improves efficiency over current available solutions for developing 

nations, while helping the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions though reduction of 

combustion, fuel consumption displacement, and energy savings on manufacturing avoidance. 

Social and economic benefits include improvements on quality of life, education, health and 

communications, and reduced ‘per household connection cost’ to access the electric grid. 

 The Microformer can be used as a grid extension for installations with limited access to 

the grid, as a backbone distribution system for energy resources on communities without access 

to the grid, or as a powerful educational tool in a university environment. 
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Award Budgets 
  

 For the “Most Action Ready Prize” category award money will be deposited into a bank 

account created specifically for the project/start-up.  If an award for “Most Innovative Technical 

Prize” or “Most Action Ready Prize runner-up” is issued, the money will be split between the 

three team members equally to cover student loans and living expenses. The award budgets for 

these situations are listed below.  

  

Award Budget: Action Ready 
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Award Budget: Most Innovative Technical or Most Action Ready Runner-Up 
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A. Electrical details of an MOT  

An MOT is a dry-type, laminated steel transformer. Its primary is rated 120V, 60Hz1, and 

the secondary delivers about 2.4 kV at open circuit. A typical unit is shown in figure A.1. 

 

      
Figure A.1. Typical MOT unit. Primary terminals are shown on the left, secondary terminals on 

the right. 

 

 
Figure A.2. MOT equivalent circuit and parameters 

 

 
Figure A.3. MOT equivalent circuit and parameters referred to the primary 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Specifications for microwave ovens commercialized in the US. For other countries, the primary voltage and frequency might change, but the 

secondary voltage remains the same. 
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B. Proposed MOT enclosure 

 

 
 

Figure B.1. Proposed Microwave Oven Transformer (MOT) package by using post consumer 

products including paint cans and spark plugs. 
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C.  Realization of Microformers 

 

 
 

Figure C.1. Three node Microformer realization conforming to the design in Fig.B.1.  These are 

actual Microformers which could be implemented in the field.   
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Figure C.2. Three node Microformer realization drawing power from a 120 v source and 

distributing power to four loads including a desk lamp, fan, pump motor, and laptop computer.  

For obvious reasons distribution distance is not to scale for this table demonstration but may be 

simulated by adding resistance to the transmission line.   
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Figure C.3. Three node Microformer realization in conjunction with renewable sources of 

generation.  Wind (Hugh Piggott’s design is featured above) and Solar represent the most 

common renewable energy sources and may serve and the power source for the Microformer 

system 
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Figure C.4. Size Comparison and “right sizing” demonstration for low power rural settings 

 Left: 5kVA utility transformer   -400lbs 

Center:  1kVAMicroformer -20lbs 

Right:  soda can for scale 
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D.  System Integration Concept and Simulation 

 

A depiction of the studied hypothetical village is shown in figure D.1. The actual schematic used 

for the simulation is shown in figure D.2, where the estimated parameters of the MOTs and 

realistic line parameters are used. 

 

 
Figure D.1. Visual Concept of the studied village 
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Figure D.2. Simulation schematic (ORCAD PSpice) This is demonstrate that we have considered 

the electrical complexity of the system and can expand upon it further. Simulation and 

experimental results have shown the system is technologically viable thus far.  

 


